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This study set out initially to assess undercover reporting in Nigeria but discovered serendipitously that the practice had been a neglected area. This discovery elicited a fresh conceptualization of the dramaturgic process of undercover journalism and an appraisal of the contingent factors that characterize a covert reportorial activity. It analyzed the modus operandi of operating in an ethically recognized deception system and examined why Nigerian journalists usually keep their distance from this practice. A stepwise multiple regression analysis of data gathered from 70 newsmen working with the nation’s dominant media showed that the disinterestedness of journalists in undercover reporting was a concern. In the model that emerged, three of the eleven predisposing factors – conceptual ignorance, poor salary and working conditions, and the fear that the corrupt judiciary could rubbish the outcome of an undercover investigation - were predictors of the disinterestedness. It is not surprising that poor salary is one of them – it is the inadequacy complained about most often by journalists.
 
Expectations regarding newsmen’s discharge of their social responsibility were high when the Freedom of Information (FOI) law was promulgated in Nigeria in May of 2011. Two years on, things are yet to look up as expected as journalists still find it difficult to access the necessary information that could enable them construct news stories, contrary to what the law was set to achieve. Citizens, whose access to public records, had been severely curtailed owing to ignorance and incapacity now appear helpless more than ever before, having realized that journalists whom they look up to for insight into civic and government’s affairs now seem unable to help. The situation becomes critical in the context of security where armed gangs and terrorist groups (especially) Boko Haram and Ansaru have wreaked havoc that translates to loss of lives, property and foreign inflow of investment. This researcher had intentioned an assessment of undercover reporting as an alternative means available to journalists in Nigeria only to serendipitously find out that this genre of practice was less existent in the country than expected.
It is important to state here that undercover reporting is not totally new in Nigeria. It was practiced during the Nigerian Civil War of 1966-71 as journalists from the Nigerian (Federal) side had had to report as undercover agents to their respective media houses while in the domain of the Biafra rebels. It was not known particularly if newsmen as undercover men also acted as part of the Nigerian military intelligence during the war. But one thing is clear: reports from these reporters detailing their experiences while this practice lasted are not yet published in a convincing manner that makes for referencing. 
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